Abstract—IP spoofing, sending IP packets with a false source IP address, continues to be a primary attack vector for large-scale Denial of Service attacks. To combat spoofing, various interventions have been tried to increase the adoption of source address validation (SAV) among network operators. How can SAV deployment be increased? In this work, we conduct the first randomized control trial to measure the effectiveness of various notification mechanisms on SAV deployment.

We include new treatments using nudges and channels, previously untested in notification experiments. Our design reveals a painful reality that contrasts with earlier observational studies: none of the notification treatments significantly improved SAV deployment compared to the control group. We explore the reasons for these findings and report on a survey among operators to identify ways forward. A portion of the operators indicate that they do plan to deploy SAV and ask for better notification mechanisms, training, and support materials for SAV implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks remain a significant challenge for network operators. In a 2019 survey by RIPE NCC of more than 4,000 participants, operators identified DDoS as the most critical security problem \[1\]. Attacks keep increasing in size. In February 2020, Amazon web services received the largest DDoS attack observed to date, which peaked at approximately 2.3 Tbps and lasted three days \[2\]. IP spoofing—sending Internet Protocol (IP) packets with a false source IP address—continues to serve as a primary attack vector for large-scale DDoS attacks \[3\].

It is used in amplification attacks, where an attacker forges the victim’s IP address in requests sent to systems that act as amplifiers, such as DNS or Memcached servers. These systems reply with larger responses than the request sent by the attacker, thereby congesting victim’s network or server. IP spoofing is also used in SYN flood attacks, to obscure the origin of the attack traffic.

The scourge of IP spoofing has Internet Hall of Fame technologist Paul Vixie \[4\] to observe: ‘Nowhere in the basic architecture of the Internet is there a more hideous flaw than in the lack of enforcement of simple source-address validation (SAV) by most gateways.’ Over the last decade, a movement of sorts has emerged around a manifesto on routing best current practice referred to as BCP38 \[5\]. BCP38—also more generally referred to as SAV—defines a method for routers to validate the source address of every outgoing packet. A router should drop packets if the source address is not valid for the attachment point.

Around 25-32% of the Autonomous Systems (ASes) tested by volunteers of the Spoofer project are reported to have problematic or wholly lacking SAV adoption \[7\]. This brings us to our main question: How can more operators be moved to adopt SAV? Earlier work on other security issues found that operators do act on notifications that report vulnerabilities or abuse in their networks, albeit to varying degrees \[8\]–\[11\]. Specifically for SAV, researchers at the Spoofer project recently reported that notifying operators boosted remediation rates by about 50% \[7\].

In this paper, we present the first randomized control trial (RCT, also called ‘A/B test’) for measuring the impact of notifications sent to 2,320 network operators on SAV remediation rates. This population is much larger than in any prior study on SAV. It is possible because we use misconfigured open resolvers as vantage points \[12\], \[13\]—a different technique to observe the lack of SAV adoption than the volunteer-based Spoofer project \[14\]. We include a control group in the design, which no earlier study on SAV did and which yields a crucial insight that puts the earlier findings in a different light: the improvements that \[7\] observed might be incorrectly attributed to the interventions.

Our study is novel in other aspects as well. We contribute to the research on notification mechanisms by conducting the first test of social and reciprocity nudges in the message design. In terms of channels, we test private messages to operators versus notifying national CERTs versus using geographically-organized Network Operator Group (NOG) mailing lists. Sending notifications to a public forum (NOG) has not before been tested in an experiment. Finally, we partnered with NIC.br, a leading Brazilian CERT, to have them deliver the treatment first-hand. CERTs are a trusted partner in the operator community and a critical player in the security notification ecosystem, yet it has not been measured if their notifications have more impact than those of researchers or security companies. We complement our experiment by a survey among operators, to help us interpret the findings and identify ways forward. In short: we conduct the largest and
most rigorous study on improving SAV adoption to date, as well as advance the knowledge on notification mechanisms.

Our study reveals a painful and disappointing reality: there is no evidence of any remediation driven by any of the treatments, compared to the control group. This includes treatments that prior work has thought to be effective. Even for the notifications from the Brazilian CERT, the trusted entity, we found no effect compared to the control group. Importantly, we did observe some remediation across all groups, including the control group. It might explain why [7] did report an impact of their notifications. Since they had no control group, they could not see that the remediation they measured was not actually driven by the intervention. All in all, our findings are sobering but important, if we are to correct our understanding of these interventions and move forward on this critical issue.

Our survey among operators helps us identify how. In sum, we make the following contributions:

• We present the first rigorous notification experiment with a control group that focused on network operators as the primary population to be incentivized to adopt more secure practices.
• We perform the first large-scale notification experiment to measure the impact of social and reciprocity nudges in the notification messages, the use of a public forum (NOG mailing lists), and a national CERT sending out the notifications. None of the treatments performed better than the control.
• We use a Cox mixed-effects model [15] to quantify the impact of network complexity factors and socio-technical country level effects on the deployment of SAV. Our results show that smaller networks with fewer edge routers are likely to implement SAV faster than larger networks.
• Our survey confirmed that notifying contacts registered in WHOIS does, in fact, mostly reach the operator staff responsible for implementing SAV. The reasons they give for not implementing it are a lack of time and technical expertise. About half of respondents do indicate that they plan to implement SAV in the future. To improve SAV adoption, the operators recommend better notification systems, training on SAV implementation and better supporting resources like software and technical documentation.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we review the existing methods to infer the adoption of SAV among network operators, prior experiments that tested the effectiveness of security notifications, and literature on nudging.

A. Methods to Infer the Adoption of SAV

Previous work [7], [14], [16]–[23] have proposed methods to detect networks that do or do not implement the SAV standard. They differ with respect to the direction of filtering, whether they infer the presence or absence of SAV, and whether the measurements can be performed remotely or from inside the network under test.

The Spoofer project [7], [14], [20], [21] develops and supports a client-server system based on volunteers that run the client software from inside their networks. The client periodically sends and receives packets with spoofed source IP addresses to test if the SAV is deployed for both inbound and outbound traffic.

Lone et al. [23] described a remote method that relies on traceroute loops. When a packet is sent to a destination network with a routable but unallocated IP address space, it is forwarded back to the provider router, thus resulting in a loop. Such a packet should be dropped by the provider router as the source IP does not belong to the customer network. The main limitation is that it relies on a routing misconfiguration, and therefore coverage of the method is relatively small.

Müller et al. [16] and Lichtblau et al. [17] passively analyzed inter-domain traffic at large inter-connection points (IXPs) to detect networks not deploying SAV. However, the proposed methods need to overcome several challenges to be effective, such as analyzing noisy BGP data sources, AS relationship inference, and require collaboration with IXPs.

To detect the lack of SAV for outbound traffic, we implement a different method that does not require volunteers for vantage points inside the tested network and that enabled us to include a larger sample of operators in our study than prior work.

B. Security Notification Experiments

There has been a rich stream of studies on the effectiveness of notifications to operators of networks, websites and DNS infrastructure. Cetin et al. [24] described how ISPs notified quarantined customers who were running devices that were vulnerable to being abused in amplification DDoS attacks. They reported the quarantined users achieved very high remediation rates, around 87%, even though these devices did not pose a risk to the users themselves and the users could easily exit the quarantine.

In another study, Kührer et al. [22] sent notifications to the network operators about open resolvers, which provide amplification and redirection for DDoS attacks in their network. They were able to remediate 92% of the open NTP servers which supported monlist. They used various intermediaries, including national CERTs, Network Operation Centers (NOCs), and notifications using the open NTP project. They, however, did not compare the effectiveness of these channels.

Luckie et al. notified network operators who had not implemented SAV in their networks [7]. They initially contacted them directly using email addresses listed in the WHOIS. Subsequently, they sent monthly emails to NOGs identifying ASes in a given region with apparent gaps in SAV deployment. They observed around 48.2% of remediation took at least 1 month to deploy. Furthermore, they reported NOG was twice as effective as private notifications.

Our work comes closest to the study by Luckie et al. [7], since we also notify network operators who have not imple-
mented SAV in their networks. However, their analysis of the impact of their interventions was based on observational data, not a randomized control trial. The lack of randomization and a control group makes causal inferences about the impact of notification on SAV deployment less reliable. Moreover, we also tested the significance of interventions using nudges and the impact of sending notifications through national CERTs on remediations. Another difference is that our study is based on a much larger sample [12], [13]. Our technique to detect SAV via open resolvers has two advantages over Spoofer data [7]: we find 10 times more providers that are not compliant (Oct 2020–Feb 2021) and we are not dependent on volunteers, so we can reliably re-check the identified networks for remediation.

In summary, we present the first study using randomized control trial to measure effectiveness of notifications on SAV remediations. We also tested the impact of social and reciprocity nudges on compliance.

a) Notification Channels: Previous studies have utilized various channels for reaching out to the network operators: the “abuse email” listed in the WHOIS database [25], physical letters [8], [26], and manually collected email addresses, postal addresses, phone numbers, and social media contacts [26]. Other studies used the authorized intermediaries, such as national CERTs [11], [12], [27], or clearinghouses, to deliver the notifications.

Max et al. [8] more than doubled the remediation rates for non-GDPR compliant websites (from 33.9% to 76.3%) by sending using physical letters instead of emails. Despite the effectiveness, sending notifications via post costs time and money: Maass et al. [8] spent around 5,000 Euros on postage alone to notify 3,997 non-GDPR compliant websites. On the other hand, sending email using WHOIS record also presents challenges. Previous studies have experienced a bounce rate of over 50% in some cases [28], [29]. In our paper we prioritize contacts from peeringDB over WHOIS, where available. We explain this further in the methodology section.

C. Behavioral Nudges

Behavioral science literature suggests that nudges and minor changes in the framing of a message may lead to a higher compliance with a recommendation and drive the behavior change [30], [32]. For example, in the security domain, previous studies have found that nudges are effective in motivating users to choose stronger passwords [33], update software [34], and make better online privacy and security choices [35]. Some common nudges utilize social comparison, authority, and reciprocity mechanisms to influence behavior. Specifically, social comparison raises normative behavioral expectations by contrasting target individual’s behavior with the behavior of other people in their social group [36], [37]. Making a request on behalf of authority is another persuasion technique leading to higher level of compliance than requests made by someone without authoritarian power [38]–[40]. Finally, in social psychology, reciprocity indicates a social norm that encourages people to respond to a positive or kind action with another positive or kind action [41]–[44]. For example, in the ‘repeated helping game’ participants were more likely to provide costly help to other participants if they had received such help from them in previous rounds [45], [46].

In our study, we leveraged social comparison, authority, and reciprocity mechanisms in attempt to improve the effectiveness of notifications and nudge network operators to deploy SAV.

III. METHODOLOGY

We first explain the forwarders-based method for identifying operators who did not implement SAV. We then describe the experimental treatments and random assignment method. Finally, we discuss the design of the post-RCT survey.

A. Vulnerability Discovery

To identify networks that do not implement BCP38, we leverage a technique that uses misbehaving forwarding open resolvers as vantage points. It was proposed by Mauch [47] and later implemented by Kühler et al. [22] and Lone et al. [13]. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of the method. A Scanner (controlled by us) with IP 192.0.2.32 sends a DNS query to a misbehaving DNS Forwarder (with IP 203.0.113.54) to resolve the randomly generated random.example.com subdomain (Figure 1a). When the Forwarder receives the DNS query, it does not rewrite the source IP with its IP before forwarding it to a Recursive Resolver (e.g., 8.8.8.8) located outside the network under test. If the network hosting the vantage point has not deployed SAV, the forwarded query will reach the Recursive Resolver (Figure 1b: 2nd packet). The recursive resolver will perform a query resolution and return the query response directly to the Scanner under our control. Another possibility is that when the Forwarder receives a DNS query, it correctly rewrites the source IP address with its IP address and then passes it to the Recursive Resolver (Figure 1c). However, the forwarder sends the response from the recursive resolver to our scanner without rewriting the source address (Figure 1d: 4th packet). If the network does not implement SAV at the network edge, it will arrive at our Scanner with a spoofed IP address belonging to the Recursive Resolver.

---

Fig. 1. Methodology to infer absence of SAV using forwarding resolvers.
We performed Internet-wide forwarders-based scans of IPv4 space weekly between September 2020 and February 2021 to identify misbehaving DNS resolvers in each routable network. We mapped their IP addresses to their ASNs and inferred 2,433 ASes operated by 2,320 providers in 118 countries had not at least partially deployed SAV for outbound spoofing. We also used the Maxmind GeoIP database \cite{maxmind} to map the IP address of misconfigured forwarders to their respective countries. Finally, we extracted contact addresses of the ASes using peeringDB \cite{peeringdb} and WHOIS \cite{whois}. We also identified the relevant national CERT for each country using the APIs from FIRST \cite{first} and SEI \cite{sei} and via manual search. The Spoofer project already sends notifications to NOG mailing lists. We utilized Spoofer's NOG lists to map IP addresses in each country to the relevant NOG mailing list, if one was available.

The study population is network operators where we observed a lack of SAV with the technique explained above, which we operationalized as ASes with unique WHOIS contact email addresses. If two ASes had the same contact email address, we would assume they belong to the same operator and collate them. So to put it differently: the study population consists of 2320 unique WHOIS email addresses representing that number of operators.

**Limitations of remediation tracking:** Our data set that observes IP spoofing via misconfigured forwarders presents a few challenges to infer remediation. If a vantage point no longer shows up in our scan, this could mean the operator implemented SAV, but it could also mean the vantage point (temporarily) disappeared for other reasons. There could be DHCP churn \cite{dhcp}, which means the forwarder’s IP address changed, though this will be to another address in the operator’s IP space. The user of the device could also switch it off. Or the operator could fix the misconfiguration, thereby making the device no longer send spoofed packets.

These factors mean that observations of spoofed traffic will appear and disappear also when there is no change in the adoption of SAV. If we have multiple vantage points for a network, then the impact of these measurement issues will be limited. Averaged across all weekly measurement cycles, we have more than one vantage point in 73% of all ASes. More importantly, the random assignment of our RCT design controls for this measurement problem. It will affect treatment groups and the control group more or less equally, meaning we can still reliably observe the impact of the treatments on remediation by looking at the difference among those groups.

To corroborate our findings on the presence or absence of SAV, we also included advice in the notification to run the Spoofer client, which can more directly observe SAV. However, only a small number of operators appeared to have done so (see Section \ref{exper}). While Spoofer is more reliable, it requires volunteers to run the test and has lower coverage of networks than the open resolver-based method.

### B. Experimental Design

To explore the effectiveness of notifications, we designed a large-scale randomized control trial (RCT) experiment. In an RCT, the subjects are randomly assigned to control and treatment groups. The effectiveness of the treatments are then assessed based on the comparison of the remediation rate in each treatment group with the control group. If the treatment is significantly different than the control group, researchers can confidently conclude that the intervention was successful.

We designed eight experimental treatments along two dimensions: delivery channels and message content. Figure \ref{fig:trts} illustrates our experimental treatments, which we will now describe in more detail.

In every treatment group, using the communications channel associated with that treatment (see \ref{channels}), we sent notifications about the discovered vulnerability and provided recommendations to deploy SAV, along with a link to the test that revealed the vulnerability and additional resources about remediation strategies. Beyond this baseline, in the nudging conditions, we added additional short nudging sentences (see \ref{nudgs}). We also shortened the version of the baseline text for the NOG mailing list, to be consistent with the Spoofer notifications.

One of the requirements of randomized control trial experiments is to prevent contamination between the treatment and control groups. To fulfill this requirement, we built a public-facing website with private links for each operator with information only about their own network.

#### 1) Notification Channel Treatments

We used three channels to deliver our notifications: (i) direct emails to the operators; (ii) emails to the national CERT, with the request to notify the non-compliant operators in their country, including Brazilian NIC; and (iii) emails to NOG mailing lists. In Brazil, we were fortunate to be able to partner with NIC.br, a trusted institution in a similar position as the national CERT. While NIC.br assured us to send the notifications to Brazilian operators assigned to the CERT treatment, we did not receive such assurance from CERTs in other countries. Therefore, NIC.br presents a special case within the CERT treatment group.

- **a) Direct Emails:** The operators assigned to this treatment received the notification via a direct email. To find the contact addresses for ASes in our data set, we use the following process. We first check if there is a technical contact in either peeringDB \cite{peeringdb} or WHOIS \cite{whois}. If both of them have an address and it is different, we prioritize the email address from peeringDB. We preferred peeringDB because it has been used in previous studies \cite{peeringdb} and they found the database up-to-date. If there are no technical addresses, we would use the listed abuse contact addresses, where we again prioritize the address from peeringDB. We preferred using the technical contact address, where possible, because we assumed that the odds would be higher to reach network engineering staff via that address rather than via the abuse address, which is managed by abuse handling departments.
Implementing SAV requires reconfiguration of routers. This is better suited for the role of network administrators.

b) Notifications to CERTs: In the second treatment group, we sent the notifications to national CERTs and requested they forward the notifications to the operators. We asked CERTs to use the text of notification that we designed for the operators, to preserve the consistency of the notifications across groups (see Appendix A). Since this channel is indirect, it requires the cooperation of CERTs to forward our message to the relevant network operators. We have no way of ensuring that the messages were actually forwarded. This treatment leverages the CERT’s role and reputation (or authority, as discussed in Section II-C), so we can empirically measure whether they fulfill this role. We hypothesize that operators are more likely to take action if they receive a notification from CERT compared to an email from university researchers.

c) Notifications Directly from CERT: As we explained earlier, we partnered with NIC.br, a trusted CERT entity in the Brazilian operator community that routinely sends notifications about vulnerabilities to operators. This allowed us to set up a separate treatment where the CERT itself would issue the notifications. In contrast to the CERT treatment outside Brazil, the messages in the Brazilian CERT treatment would be directly sent by NIC.br, in Portuguese, and from their official email address. We hypothesized that the notifications are more likely to have impact if they come from an entity trusted by the network operator community. This allowed us to perform the first experimental test whether messages from CERTs, a critical player in the security ecosystem, have more impact than those of researchers. (An earlier study [27] also sent notifications to CERTs, but these were meant to be forwarded by the CERTs to the final recipients, the same as in our “notifications to CERT” channel (b). The researchers could not ascertain if the CERTs actually forwarded the notifications.) To limit the effort required from NIC.br, we asked them to conduct only one treatment. This is consistent with how we approached all other CERTs: each received only a single treatment and a single message to forward to operators. Different CERTs were assigned to different treatments.

d) Notifications to NOGs: In the third group, we bundled our notification with the Spoofer notifications sent by the NOG lists. The Spoofer project measures the absence of SAV using a client-server application [7]. The project has been sending monthly emails since Dec 2018. The operators are used to these messages and already know that it is about missing SAV.

In terms of what operators are covered by either data set, the Spoofer data has minimal overlap with our open-resolver data. We discuss the comparison in more detail in the section [4].

The advantage of bundling the notifications and combining the measurements is that it saves network operators from receiving multiple emails about the same problem. Moreover, we hypothesize that publicly identifying the ASes on NOG mailing list would encourage them to deploy SAV more than when they receive this message through a private channel.

2) Nudging Treatments: In the CERT and private-email treatment groups, we differentiated our messages by incorporating specific nudges aiming at further motivating network operators to implement SAV. We created three conditions in each group: (i) the baseline message, which only contained the guidelines for the operators to understand the issue and how to fix it; (ii) the baseline message plus a social nudge; and (iii) the baseline message plus a reciprocity nudge. The full text of notifications is included in Appendix A.

In the social nudge condition, we urged the operators to deploy SAV and pointed out that most providers have already done so. To this purpose, we added following text to the content of the notification: “Note that 75% of network operators in the world already deploy BCP38 in their networks. Deploy BCP38 in your network to become one of them.”

In the reciprocity condition, we asked the providers to return the favor to operators who did implement SAV, thus reducing the attacks on everyone else, including the recipient. We added the following text to the baseline message: “Note that your network is receiving fewer DDoS attacks because other networks have deployed BCP38. Return the favor - deploy BCP38 in your network to make the Internet more secure.”

We chose encouraging (positive) framing of the nudges to the providers, rather than ‘naming and shaming’ (negative), because positive framing has been shown more effective in driving behavior change than negative framing [55] - [57].

3) Treatment Group Assignment: We use the data on the operators who lack SAV from October 2020 and randomly assign them—or more precisely, the unique WHOIS contact addresses for the ASes—to the experimental groups. We first separate the population in Brazilian and non-Brazilian operators (Figure 2). The special Brazilian CERT treatment meant we needed to randomly assign the Brazilian operators separately from the rest of the world. Then in both branches, we randomly assigned each operator to a treatment or control group. We had five treatment groups and one control group for the Brazilian sample, and seven treatment groups and one
control group outside of Brazil. The treatments are the same, except for the CERT group, which outside of Brazil includes two additional treatments for the social nudges. In total, we apply eight different treatments.

We had to modify the assignment process since CERT and NOG treatments operate at country-level: instead of assigning the operator contacts, we assign a country to a treatment group. The process becomes complicated since we want to have a balanced population across treatments, and the number of operators in each country is not the same. We designed our solution based on a best-effort algorithm to distribute contacts among different groups. We run the algorithm separately for contacts in Brazil and contacts in other countries. In each assignment, our random algorithm first validates if it can assign the contact to the treatment group. This is not always the case for the CERT and NOG treatments. For a few countries we have no contact point for a national CERT or for a NOG mailing list. If, for a specific operator, we have no CERT or NOG mailing list in our data set, the algorithm randomly selects another operator. Under some conditions, the randomization could lead to unbalanced assignments. Stratification would then be used to ensure balanced treatment groups. However, methodological studies [58] have shown that in moderate and large samples, like ours, random assignment and stratification achieve similar variances. Furthermore, we checked various network and economic factors after the assignment to determine if the groups were in fact balanced. We statistically tested the group differences using ANOVA for: average AS size (i.e., number of IPv4 addresses calculated using longest matching prefixes in BGP announcement per AS), number of misconfigured forwarders, number of countries, number of stub ASes, membership of MANRS, Gross Domestic Product, and ICT Development Index assigned to each group. We found no statistical difference between the groups, which means they were similar for these variables.

4) Preventing Treatment Spillover: We designed the study to prevent contamination between the treatments. We built a website with an interface to the data on the non-compliant IP addresses and ASes. It also includes a detailed explanation of our methodology to infer the lack of SAV aided by dynamically generated diagrams containing misconfigured IP addresses and information on how to reproduce the result. The website segments the information for different groups and recipients and does not contain any information for the control groups. We created separate sub-domains for CERT, NOG, and privately communicated treatments. We then generated unique URLs for each subject in the treatment. To prevent contamination within the private group, we sent individual links in our notification. The URLs only gave them access to the misconfigured IP addresses mapped to their ASes.

Similarly, we drafted a message for the CERT to forward to the ASes assigned to them. We instructed CERTs to append the AS number at the end of the URL to create a unique link for the operator they are contacting. Operators notified by CERT could potentially tinker with the URL to find information about other operators assigned to the CERT group. However, they cannot find information about other treatment groups since a different sub-domain segregates them.

The notification to the NOG contains all the ASes and IP addresses assigned to the notified NOG. They cannot view operators assigned to other NOGs, since they are segregated via unique URLs. NOG treatment was likely to be seen by some operators in other treatments, but the NOG message had no information on operators in those other treatments. The website had no data on the control group.

C. Notification Procedure

We launched our first campaign on Oct 8, 2020 and sent notifications to 2,563 operators, and continued to conduct weekly scans to observe the remediation of IP spoofing. For operators that did not remediate, we sent a second message on Dec 8, 2020. We analyzed the remediation data until Feb 28, 2021. This meant that operators had about four months to implement SAV since our first notification.

Of all our emails, 102 (4%) bounced. In those cases, we retried with an alternate email address where possible, and reached additional 30 contacts. Eventually, we removed 72 contacts which we could not reach. Around 97% of our emails reached the recipients, which shows our approach to prioritize peeringDB and technical contacts gave improved reachability compared to previous studies, where in some cases the bounce rate was over 50% [28], [29]. In most cases, we got an automated reply that confirmed they had received the email and a ticket has been opened or someone would follow up. The German CERT copied us in cc in the forwarded notifications to the operators.

D. Post-Experiment Survey Design

To further understand the challenges in deploying SAV and contextualize the interpretations of our experimental findings, we designed a short survey aiming at collecting feedback from the operators. The survey has four main objectives. First, to understand the security challenges faced by network operators and what role SAV and DDoS play among them. Second, to understand if the notification has reached the correct contact person and preferable method for providers to receive similar notifications. Third, to understand the challenges in implementing SAV and whether the content of our notifications and referenced resources were sufficient for operators to deploy SAV in their network. Finally, we wanted to solicit suggestions on how to improve the notification process in general. Our survey was partially inspired by Lichtblau et al. [17], who in 2017 surveyed network operators about the impact of spoofing on their network, their filtering strategies, and challenges in the adoption of SAV.

In the survey, we asked participants about four main topics: 1) what security issues they believe their networks have, and how they discover them; 2) whether they have implemented or have planned to implement SAV and a subsequent question on their chosen methodology to deploy filtering from operators with SAV 3) who is responsible for implementing SAV in
their organization, and whether the issue was escalated to the responsible entity; 4) whether MANRS guidelines provide sufficient information on how to implement SAV, what other strategies can help achieve better compliance, and how would network operators prefer to be notified about IP spoofing issues. The full questionnaire is included in Appendix A. As compensation for their valuable time and comments, we offered all respondents a 50 Euro gift card through a raffle with a 1:15 chance of winning. Participants were offered an option to stay anonymous and let us donate the prize to a charity.

### E. Ethics

We had a detailed discussion with the university’s IRB and received clearance to conduct the notification experiment and the survey. Our study followed all the active monitoring guidelines for ethical network measurement research [59], including creating a web page running at the IP address of the scanner, communicating with Internet response teams, and providing an opt-out option for operators.

We conducted our own scans since there is no existing public dataset that reveals non-compliance for SAV using our methodology. It is important to note that our scans are different from scans that aim to detect open resolvers, since we track responses that arrive from a different source IP address than the probed address. This means we cannot use existing data from open resolver scans conducted by Shadowserver and others. We randomly distributed our queries across the IPv4 address space, so the scanner does not consistently query the same AS before moving on to the next one. Furthermore, in line with the Menlo report [60], we considered that the marginal negative impacts of these measurements are outweighed by the beneficence of improved SAV adoption and reduced spoofed attack traffic. We only received two requests to opt-out and we immediately removed their IP ranges from the study.

Finally, we asked for consent from providers at the start of the survey and explained to them that we will anonymize their responses before publishing them. We offered compensation in the form of a lottery with gift cards. If they did not want to receive gift cards due to the nature of the job or for any other reason, we gave them an option to donate the amount to a charity and stay anonymous.

### IV. Results

In this section, we analyze the impact of our notifications on remediation rates across different treatment groups. We start by examining remediation at three different levels: organization, AS, and prefix level. Then, we compare the remediation rates between CERT and NOG treatments.

#### A. Organization-Level Remediation

We start the analysis at the organizational level. Organizations can operate multiple ASes and while the SAV compliance can differ per AS, the decision to implement SAV can be driven by organizational policies. Therefore, we bundled the ASes with the same contact email address together as they are most likely sibling ASes under the same administrative domain. Thus our unit of analysis is contact email addresses for the ASes. Our data set contains 200 (8.6%) contacts with more than one AS registered in WHOIS.

We only consider remediation as successful if all ASes under the contact email address do not appear in our scans after we have notified them. It is a high bar to pass since it might miss partial compliance, where providers might be remediating some ASes in their network or just a part of their AS.

To understand the differences across the groups, we compute the Kaplan-Meier survival curves per group as shown in Figure 3. On the y-axis, we have the probability of an organization deploying SAV $t$ days after they received the notification (x-axis). This is estimated taking into account the number of organizations that had deployed SAV at time $t$ divided by the total number of organizations that had not deployed SAV at time $t$. Overall, the survival curves show the same downwards trend for all the groups including the control. In Brazil, the NOG and Private Social groups do slightly better: they remediated 10% and 6% more than the control group, respectively. In the rest of the countries, networks in the NOG group remediated 5% more than in the control group.

To check whether these differences in remediation rates are statistically significant, we ran the log-rank test comparing the survival curves of the control group with the treatments. It
tests the null hypothesis $H_0: S_1(t) = S_2(t)$ for all $t$ where the two exposures have survival functions $S_1(t)$ and $S_2(t)$. We consider ($\leq 0.05$) as statistically significant. Confirming our initial visual observations, most of the groups did not have significantly different remediation rates. Only the result for the NOG group in Brazil is weakly statistically significant ($p = 0.049$). However, in light of how many treatments we tested, a 1 in 20 probability of this outcome being due to chance, is actually quite plausible. So we do not see this as enough evidence of an impact of that treatment group.

For all countries except Brazil, we also observed the CERT Social group remediated slightly slower ($p = 0.043$) than the control group. To understand why the CERT Social group remediated slower than the control group, we investigated the distribution of organizations at the start of our analysis in Figure 2. There are 34 (17.8%) fewer contacts in the CERT Social group than in the control. Hence, the baseline probability of remediation is also lower. Some network operators might have upgraded their routers or policies, which we count as baseline, or natural, remediation. In Figure 4 we compare remediation in the CERT Social group with other groups. We observe that remediation for contacts in the CERT Social group is similar to the control, NOG, and Private Social groups. Moreover, the average remediation in the CERT Social group is around 54%, while the average is only slightly higher for the rest of the countries (58%). In short, we can conclude that remediation in the CERT Social group is worse than in the control group mainly due to sampling differences.

B. Partial Remediation

An organization can choose to implement SAV for a few ASes but not for all the ASes they operate. Multiple ASes could also be managed by different teams, especially if these are located in different countries. Similarly, due to technical reasons like ASes not being stub or multihomed networks, operators might not be able to implement SAV in their entire network. To further investigate this, we analyzed partial remediation measured as the number of ASes and prefixes within an organization that implemented SAV within the study period.

AS-level remediation: Figure 5 shows the survival curves using ASes as unit of analysis. The results are almost identical to the organization-level results. The global remediation rates are not significantly different between the treatments and the control group. Only the ASes in NOG group in Brazil remediate significantly faster than the control group ($p = 0.05$).

Prefix-level remediation: Remediation can also occur at the prefix level, having both SAV compliant and non-compliant prefixes within the same AS. Figure 6 shows the survival curves of remediation using BGP prefixes as unit of analysis. Similar to both the organization-level and AS-level remediation, we observe no significant difference between the groups. Again, the only exception is the NOG group which remediated slightly faster than the rest of the groups.

C. Main Experimental Effects

In this section, we analyze the differences in remediation rates across different experimental groups. We use relative risk ratio (RR) as a descriptive statistic to measure the probability of deploying SAV in one group compared to the probability of deploying SAV in the other group.

1) Impact of the CERTs Groups: We further compared the remediation across the CERT groups. Our motivation was to explore if there are significant differences between national CERTs. We calculate relative risk ratio between each pair of CERTs. In simple terms, this ratio produces a factor by which one CERT is different from the other in terms of remediation rate.

Figure 7 only displays the countries for which risk ratios—the differences in remediation—were significant. We determine the significance by looking at the confidence intervals (CI). If the CI includes the value 1, the RR is not statistically significant. If CI contain 1, it would mean that the relative remediations have no difference [61]. We interpret the figure row-wise for each national CERT. For instance, France had 4.2 times higher remediation rate than Argentina. In our sample,
only networks in France, Iran, Iraq, and the Netherlands assigned to the CERT group were more likely to remediate than the other countries.

2) Impact of the NOG Group: We also calculated the relative risk ratios between the countries assigned to a NOG experimental group. Figure 8 only shows the countries that significant differ in remediation. We used the confidence intervals to determine the significance as explained earlier. Germany, France and Lebanon NOG’s were more likely to remediate than other countries outside of Brazil in our sample. The RR for Brazilian NOG did not have any significant value, which in other words means that ASes in Brazilian NOG did not remediate more than other countries.

3) Impact of Nudges on Remediation: We explore the effectiveness of adding social and reciprocity nudges to the baseline text of notifications on remediation rates. We aggregate data for each of the nudging conditions (baseline, social, and reciprocity) from the different treatment groups and compare them against the control group. In Table I, we show the relative risk of remediation with reference to the control group. All of the nudges have a relative risk of around one compared to the control, which shows the nudges did not significantly impact remediation. In other words, operators that received the notification with a nudge were as likely to remediate as operators in the control group.

D. Comparison with Spoofer

We requested operators to run the Spoofer tool to validate if they have correctly deployed SAV. A total of 1,670 ASes submitted tests using the Spoofer tool in the study period (Oct 2019 - Feb 2021). While we cannot know if our request caused the operators to use Spoofer tool, the overlap between the ASes from the Spoofer tool and our methodology is around 12% (296 ASes). It signifies that our experiment did not get contaminated because of the Spoofer project. Note that the Spoofer project sends monthly notifications to NOG lists and often gets presented at conferences. MANRS also recommends using the Spoofer tool to test SAV deployment.

We also analyzed the remediations reported by the Spoofer tool. In total across all Spoofer measurements, 98 ASes in Spoofer data implemented SAV in their network during our study period (Oct 2020 - Feb 2021). Of these, 22 ASes overlap with our measurements and 5 of them are in the control group. Since we did not send notifications to the control group, this clearly demonstrates that there is some natural remediation occurring. It is important to note that we sent notifications to 2,563 ASes which had not deployed SAV, while during the study period, the Spoofer dataset revealed only 248 ASes without SAV.

We can conclude from these results that there is limited evidence that operators acted upon our notifications. Moreover, positive remediation rates in the control group signals that factors other than our interventions influenced SAV as well.

V. FACTORS AFFECTING REMEDIATION RATES

Multiple factors could have affected remediation rates. Such factors could range from the size and complexity of the network, to the lack of budget and/or expertise. In this section we first identify potential factors that might have an impact on SAV implementation rates, and then quantify this impact through regression analysis.

In response to our notifications, three operators requested additional guidance or information. For instance, one operator claimed that his network was fully compliant. However, in further discussion, with the evidence from the measurements, he acknowledged that part of his network was recently upgraded and was not compliant. The operator subsequently implemented SAV in the network and did not reappear in our measurements. Other operators showed signs they lacked SAV knowledge. For example, two operators did not fully understand our measurement methodology and thought that we were notifying them about open-resolvers in their networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Remediated</th>
<th>Exposed</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (no nudge)</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity nudge</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82-1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social nudge</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.80-1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Relative risk ratios among countries in the CERT group. Only the countries with significant risk ratios are displayed.

Fig. 8. Relative risk ratios among countries in the NOG group.

TABLE I

RISK RATIOS FOR NUDGING CONDITIONS COMPARED TO THE CONTROL GROUP
We responded with a detailed explanation of our methodology. We did not receive further responses.

This anecdotal evidence suggests that lack of information or knowledge could have influenced the operators’ decisions to not implement SAV in their networks. There could also be socio-technical reasons for non-compliance, such as operators in countries with low GDP based on Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), lower Internet penetration, and limited learning opportunities. To further understand the impact of these factors, we built a Cox proportional hazards model with mixed effects. At the multivariate level of analysis, we performed a two-level Cox proportional regression analysis to examine the effects of AS- and country-level characteristics on SAV implementation rate, and to determine the extent to which characteristics at the AS and country levels explain variations in SAV implementation rates. The multi-level Cox proportional hazards model allowed us to account for the hierarchical structure of the data. We hypothesize that ASes are nested within countries with different socio-economic characteristics. This suggests that ASes with similar characteristics can have different SAV implementation rates when operating in countries with different characteristics.

Using the multi-level Cox proportional hazards model, the probability of implementing SAV after receiving the notification was regarded as the hazard. We assessed the assumption of proportional hazard using visual inspections of graphs and statistical tests based on weighted Schoenfeld residuals. Two-sided p-values (≤ 0.05) indicated statistical significance. As explanatory variables we used socio-technical factors and a set of factors derived from the operators’ email responses, including the following:

**CERT**: boolean variable. True if the notification was sent to the national CERT, False otherwise.

**NOG**: boolean variable. True if the notification was sent to the NOG, False otherwise.

**Private**: boolean variable. True if the notification was sent to the technical contact email address of the AS, False otherwise.

**AS size**: numerical variable. We estimated the size of an AS by counting the number of advertised IPv4 addresses. We calculated the size using BGP data from Routeviews project [63]. We used weekly data for Oct 2020 and calculated the average IP space advertised by the ASes in our data set.

**ISP**: boolean variable. True if the AS belonged to an Internet Service Provider, False otherwise. To check whether an AS is used by an ISP we leveraged Telegeography: the GlobalComms database [64]. The database contains a highly reliable overview of the main broadband ISPs in each country, drawn from annual reports and market filings. The database contains details of major ISPs in 84 countries.

**Edge Rtr**: numerical variable. This variable is calculated by counting the number of edge routers of an AS. We used CAIDA’s Internet Topology Data Kit (ITDK) for March 2021 [65] to count the number of border routers per AS. The ITDK consists of routers and links observed in traceroute data collected from multiple vantage points, alias resolution to identify which IP addresses belong to the same router [66], and a mapping from router to AS heuristically inferred using bdrmapIT [67]. We counted the number of border routers for ASes in our dataset connected to other ASes.

**Stub**: boolean variable. True if the AS is stub, False otherwise. We used Caida’s AS relationship data [68] to determine if the ASes in our data set are stub or not.

**IDI**: numerical variable. This variable represents the ICT Development Index (IDI) which is provided by ITU (United Nations International Telecommunication Union) and represents ICT development per country [69]. It assigns values from 1 to 10 to each country, with a higher value representing a higher level of development based on various ICT indicators.

In Table II, we present the results from the Cox model. The parameter estimates reported in the est column are log-hazard ratios. Their exponentiation produces hazard ratios. P-values indicate the statistical significance of each factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Random effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERT</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOG</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS(size)</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Rtr</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stubs</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDI</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The notification channels did not impact significantly the implementation of SAV. Interestingly, only the NOG group has a positive coefficient which indicates that ASes that received a notification via this channel have higher probability of remediating than those in the control group. In particular, the hazard ratio for the NOG group is exp(0.23) = 1.25. Therefore, notifying operators via NOG increases the probability of remediation by 1.25 times compared to ASes that received no notification.

Regarding the impact of AS size on SAV deployment, the argument can be made on both sides. For instance, bigger networks are more likely to have more resources to implement SAV. On the other hand, smaller networks are likely to have less complex networks and hence require relatively simpler configurations to implement SAV. In our results, we observe that smaller ASes were more likely to implement SAV in their networks. In particular, a 10% increase in the size of an AS, holding all other variables constant, was associated with a 5.82% decrease in the probability of SAV deployment.

The number of edge routers also decreases the probability of remediation. Network operators use multiple links to load-balance the traffic and avoid a single point of failure. To remediate, operators have to implement filtering policies near all edge routers. We found that networks with fewer edge routers were more likely to remediate after being notified. In
particular, a 10% increase in the number of edge routers in an AS, holding all other variables constant, was associated with a 4.87% decrease in the probability of SAV deployment.

There could be technical reasons preventing network operators from implementing SAV in their network. One factor could be having a non-stub or a transit AS. A customer of non-stub AS might not announce all routes to a provider because the AS is a customer of other providers as well. Hence, it is not technically feasible for provider ASes to apply strict filtering policies on their network. We find that stub networks have 1.4 times higher remediation rate than the control group (holding all other variables constant). The country-level effect, an estimated intercept (excess risk) for each country, has a standard deviation of 0.21. This means that countries that are 1 standard deviation or more above the mean SAV remediation rate will have 1.24 times faster remediation rate than the norm, a modestly small country-level effect.

The other factors we considered did not significantly impact the remediation. One could hypothesize that ISPs would be more likely to implement SAV in their network since most end users are behind their networks and can be abused for an attack. While the hazard ratio sign indicates such relationship, we did not find statistically significant difference in remediation rate for networks that are ISPs compared to the control group. Finally, socio-economic factors defined by the ICT Development Index (IDI) did not influence the remediation, suggesting that the economic situation of a country has no impact on the remediation hazard.

In summary, we can conclude that network complexity plays an important role in remediation, i.e., the networks that are smaller in size and have fewer edge routers are likely to remediate faster. Similarly, stub networks are more likely to implement SAV faster in their network compared to non-stub.

VI. Survey Results

To gain additional insights and feedback from the participants, we sent out the survey one month after our final notification. We sent a reminder to participate in the survey to non-responders after waiting for a month. We received responses from 32 network operators (less than 2%). While sample size does not allow us to make statistical comparisons between treatment groups, we believe that survey responses provide useful clarifications for interpreting our results.

a) Vulnerability Awareness: Ninety percent of survey respondents knew they had not deployed SAV, either because of the Spoofing tool test (30%), notifications from security researchers (20%), from NOGs (20%), from CERTs (10%), or based on their prior knowledge (10%). The remaining 10% were not sure if their networks deployed SAV.

b) SAV Implementation: Although 90% of respondents were aware that their network lacked SAV, more than half (52.7%) of the respondents reported that they have no filtering in place. Another 17% reported only partial implementation on some segments of the networks. Only 26% have implemented SAV throughout their network, and 4% were not sure.

More than half of respondents (53%) filtered out packets with a source IP address within private address space (RFC1918), so that only packets with a source address from routable IP space leave their network. It is important to note that filtering RFC1918 is simple as it has static address space and the filtering mechanisms are widely available. Lichtblau et al. [17] reported 70% of participants in their survey filtered RFC1918 addresses.

Moreover, 30% of respondents deployed SAV on routers that were customer-facing, 11% on their stub ASes, and 6% deployed SAV towards peering/IXP interfaces as well. In other words, they have deployed SAV in user space and those IPs cannot be abused to send spoofed traffic.

When we asked participants if they planned to deploy SAV in the future, we received mixed responses. Around 42% said that they were planning to deploy SAV, 33% had no plan, and 25% were not sure. One provider also sent us an email in response to our notification, saying that he acknowledges the issue and will get back to it after implementing another security practice (RPKI) in his network. Given that non-compliance is not an active “battleground,” it is likely that some providers assign SAV deployment to a lower priority compared to other network issues, but they might return to it later. However, we still think that 4 months we gave to the participants provided sufficient time to plan and remediate the issue, yet, we did not observe a significant impact on the outcome.

c) Notification Targets: It is possible that despite awareness, the respondents did not implement SAV, simply because they are not responsible for it. We wanted to confirm whether we reached the operator staff responsible for implementing SAV. There could be multiple reasons for not reaching the operator staff responsible for implementing SAV. For instance, 83% of the contacts we notified only had the address of the abuse mailbox. The abuse team is generally responsible for threats like spam, malware, and phishing campaigns from or towards the network. In cases where operators are not responsible, they may have another team performing network configurations.

However, a large majority (67%) of respondents said that they were responsible for implementing SAV. Only 13% said that they were not responsible, and 20% did not know what SAV is. Subsequently, respondents that believed they were not responsible for SAV said they did not escalate the issue to the responsible contact.

d) Reasons for Non-Compliance: We also asked operators why they had not implemented SAV in their networks. 30% of the respondents lacked the technical knowledge on how to perform filtering, and 30% lacked time to implement SAV. Another 18% were concerned that implementation may cause downtime or other performance issues. 12% mentioned technical reasons (multi-homed network, non-stub network) for not implementing SAV. Finally, 6% of the respondents thought that SAV is ineffective in addressing the attacks that use spoofed source addresses.
We can conclude from the survey results that the main reasons for non-compliance are driven by misaligned incentives and lack of knowledge, which are relatively easy to improve, compared to the concerns related to downtime, performance, or technical limitations.

e) Respondents’ Suggestions for Improvements: In the final section of the survey, we asked participants for suggestions about possible improvements in the notification process. We sent MANRS guidelines [70] as part of our notification. About 73% of the respondents said that MANRS had sufficient information explaining how to implement SAV. However, 23% were not sure, and 4% said that MANRS does not provide sufficient details. They explained that the guide currently provides configurations only for CISCO and Juniper routers, and needs to cover configurations for other brands of routers as well. For example, one of our respondents said they used a Mikrotik router, which is not covered in MANRS.

One respondent suggested to create a dedicated channel for SAV notifications, where operators can also discuss technical difficulties in implementing SAV. 64% of the respondents requested more community-driven seminars that discuss SAV implementation. Finally, 36% of respondents suggested that routers should provide user-friendly configurations to implement SAV.

While the sample size of our survey does not allow us to extensively generalize the results, it still provides valuable insights. We provide recommendations for improving the notification process and policies for SAV compliance in section VII.

VII. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we interpret our results, discuss issues that might have played a role in low remediation, and present future avenues for improving both notifications and SAV adoption.

A. Treatment Effects

Except for the Brazilian NOG group, there are no significant differences when comparing remediation between the treatments and the control group. There can be multiple reasons why the Brazilian NOG group had higher remediation rates than the control group. First, operators that have subscribed to a NOG show their willingness to understand and discuss network challenges. Second, it creates peer pressure because the names of ASes are publicly available, while they can ignore the private communication. Finally, operators might trust the NOG channel, since the communication was part of the already known Spoofing project [7].

B. Remediation in the Control Group

We also observed remediation in the control group, where we did not send any notifications. There could be several reasons for that. First, some network operators might have upgraded their routers or policies, which we count as a natural remediation.

Second, some operators might have read articles or attended conference talks or seminars about current routing issues, which could have urged the operators to adopt SAV. For instance, in the RIPE meeting in Oct 2020, with more than 1200 participants, MANRS presented their initiatives about routing security, including available resources to deploy SAV [71]. SAV is also discussed in various network operator conferences and channels, which might have further encouraged the adoption [72]–[74].

Finally, the MANRS program, which encourages members to be SAV compliant, has been very active in the recent years. They provide resources in the form of documentation, tutorials, and seminars to help network operators deploy best security practices. They reported that their members doubled in 2020, reaching 588 by the end of December 2020 [75].

While there can be many factors driving natural remediation, they affect all treatment and control groups equally. So we can still have confidence in our conclusions about the null effect of the treatments. This is the essence of the random assignment process: it neutralizes the impact of confounding factors.

C. Comparison with Previous Studies

Even though previous studies showed some success with large-scale notifications, our results show little to no impact. We attribute these to the following factors.

Complexity: Complexity can play a vital role in the success of notification studies. SAV requires significant time and expertise and can cause downtime if not correctly implemented. Previous studies ( [27], [76], [77]) notified hosting providers and users about compromised websites which usually requires fixing the access privileges or removing malicious files. Similarly, other experiments [78], [79] notified web admins about misconfigurations or best practices for their domains. To properly configure their web server, the domain owners usually have to follow a set of simple steps in the notification.

In comparison, SAV requires a thorough understanding of the network. The configurations and types of routers make it difficult to provide a similar guide. Finally, the recipients of the notification might need to escalate the issue to senior network operators since it requires downtime, and misconfiguration can cause major disruptions.

Target Audience: Multiple studies notified network operators about routing and security issues [7], [22]. However, none of these had a control group, which is required to reliably assess the effectiveness of remediation. Our study is the first one that focuses on network operators and performs a randomized control trial. Previous studies using RCTs either sent notifications to the domain owners [27], [76], [77] or to the network operator about compromised user devices [24]. In those cases, the operators are only asked to forward the message. They do not incur the main cost, as they rely on their users to remediate the problem.

Liability and incentives: The incentives of treatment subjects in our experiment is different from most operators of vulnerable or compromised resources. The benefits of implementing SAV flow to the rest of the Internet, not the operators themselves. The network implementing SAV is still vulnerable
to DDoS attacks from other networks. In terms of liability, a prior study had found higher remediation rates because of legal consequences [8]. However, there is no liability on operators prevent spoofed traffic from leaving their network.

Language of Notification: We sent out our treatments in English, except for those administered by the Brazilian CERT, which were in Portuguese. Notifications in network operators’ native language could have improved the effectiveness of interventions. However, our study found no impact of the language difference. This is consistent with earlier work where more languages were included in a notification experiment, which also found no impact on remediation [11].

Awareness of Vulnerability: There has been a significant effort by the security community to deploy SAV over the last several years [7], [62], [80]. It is possible that some network operators already know through notifications from the Spoofer project that their network is non-compliant and have either ignored prior notifications or cannot deploy SAV due to technical limitations. That said, it is important to note that our dataset is very different from that used in the Spoofer-based campaigns, the main notification effort in this area. This dataset has not been used in previous notification campaigns.

D. Reasons for Non-Remediation

Our survey results found that 57% of respondents did not follow the recommendation to implement SAV, even though they confirmed we reached the right recipient in most cases. It contradicts previous work [17], where only 24% of the operators mentioned that they did not implement SAV in their networks. One possible explanation is that Lichtblau et al. [17] contacted only NOG members. The operators who have subscribed to the list are likely more aware of security challenges and willing to adopt best practices.

Our survey results revealed several reasons for non-compliance. Perhaps surprisingly, awareness about IP spoofing and the absence of responsibility for router configurations are not the prominent reasons. The majority of our survey respondents said that they were aware of the issue and were responsible for its remediation. Yet, many participants acknowledged that they were not familiar with how to perform filtering. Thus, as we discuss in Section VII-E, educating network operators about security vulnerabilities and remedies are important to improve compliance.

A large proportion of participants also mentioned that they lack time for implementing SAV, or that it is not their top priority. Finally, some respondents acknowledged concerns about performance issues or technical limitations deferring them from implementing SAV in their networks. While understanding relative impact of those reasons on remediation requires future work, our research and previous studies [1], [17] conclude that there is a need for community-driven efforts in aligning operators’ incentives and providing better resources for addressing technical challenges with SAV implementation. We further discuss the recommendations for improving SAV adoption in the next section.

E. Moving Forward: Recommendations

Although notifications did not dramatically increase SAV adoption, we propose a number of steps that can help improve the adoption of routing and security vulnerability remediation.

Improving Notification Channels: Our survey response indicate that most of our notifications reached the recipients. However, to make sure they reach the team responsible for security and routing, we propose that providers should be encouraged by RIRs to fill in and keep up-to-date the technical team’s contact details, in addition to abuse-email contacts.

Improving Resources: MANRS provides guidelines to network providers that describe how to implement SAV in their network, in English. To increase SAV adoption, it should be available in other languages, and it should cover other popular brands of routers in addition to CISCO and Juniper.

Improving Incentives: The main issue with routing security is that the remediation entails financial costs and requires human resources, while benefits would be mostly absorbed by the rest of the Internet. To align the incentives, the Internet community can play its part. Most of the providers with stub networks get connectivity through upstream providers. They hold a unique vantage point where they can detect if the incoming packets have a spoofed source [7], [17], [23]. If they exercise their position of power and peer with compliant networks, the overall compliance could increase significantly. There are examples where network providers leveraged their power to achieve compliance. For instance, a provider dropped invalid prefixes from its customer ASes [81]. The owners of the prefixes took corrective action and updated their Route Origin Authorizations (ROA) to fix the issue. Similarly, after observing a consistent BGP hijack from Bitcanal, Hurricane Electric and Portugal’s IP Telecom were able to cut them off from the Internet [82]. Thus, the network community needs to take corrective actions. This could be supported by legislation that makes the providers liable for network attacks. Interestingly, two countries—Albania and the Philippines—consider avoiding correcting security flaws as administrative and criminal offenses [83]. Both inside and outside the network community, actions are possible to improve the incentives for SAV adoption.
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We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

### B. Direct Notification – Social Nudge

**Subject:** Possible IP spoofing from AS X

We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

### C. Direct Notification – Reciprocity

**Subject:** Possible IP spoofing from AS X

We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

---

**APPENDIX A**

**NOTIFICATION TEXT**

**A. Direct Notifications – Baseline**

**Subject:** Possible IP spoofing from AS X

We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

---

**B. Direct Notification – Social Nudge**

**Subject:** Possible IP spoofing from AS X

We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

---

**C. Direct Notification – Reciprocity**

**Subject:** Possible IP spoofing from AS X

We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

**DETECTED ISSUE:** We have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]

**WHAT TO DO:** We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: [LINK]

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

---

Note that 75% of network operators in the world already deploy BCP38 in their networks. Deploy BCP38 in your network to become one of them.

**HOW TO VALIDATE:** Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: [LINK]

**CONTACT:** If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

---

Note that your network is receiving fewer DDoS attacks because other networks have deployed BCP38. Return the favor - deploy BCP38 in your network to make the Internet more secure.
HOW TO VALIDATE: Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: https://www.caida.org/projects/spoofer/#software

CONTACT: If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

D. CERT Notification – Baseline

Subject: Possible IP Spoofing from ASes in ⟨COUNTRY⟩
We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing. We have observed that certain network operators in your country may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]
We encourage you to recommend those operators to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in their network.

DRAFT OF THE NOTIFICATION: Security researchers from Delft University of Technology have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

DETECTED ISSUE: They have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK] (NOTE: Before sending out the notification, please insert the appropriate AS NUMBER)

WHAT TO DO: We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: https://www.manrs.org/isps/guide/antispoofing/

HOW TO VALIDATE: Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: https://www.caida.org/projects/spoofer/#software

CONTACT: If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to info@spoofer.org

E. CERT Notification – Social Nudge

Subject: Possible IP Spoofing from ASes in ⟨COUNTRY⟩
We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing. We have observed that certain network operators in your country may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]
We encourage you to recommend those operators to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in their network.

For your convenience, we tailored a draft of the notification for network operators. This draft has been tested for clarity and comprehension and has been validated by the experts. We highly recommend you including this draft in your notification to the network operators.

DRAFT OF THE NOTIFICATION: Security researchers from Delft University of Technology have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

DETECTED ISSUE: They have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK] (NOTE: Before sending out the notification, please insert the appropriate AS NUMBER)

WHAT TO DO: We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: https://www.manrs.org/isps/guide/antispoofing/

HOW TO VALIDATE: Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: https://www.caida.org/projects/spoofer/#software

CONTACT: If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

F. CERT Notification – Reciprocity

Subject: Possible IP Spoofing from ASes in ⟨COUNTRY⟩
We are security researchers from Delft University of Technology. We have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing. We have observed that certain network operators in your country may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK]
We encourage you to recommend those operators to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in their network.

For your convenience, we tailored a draft of the notification for network operators. This draft has been tested for clarity and comprehension and has been validated by the experts. We highly recommend you including this draft in your notification to the network operators.

DRAFT OF THE NOTIFICATION: Security researchers from Delft University of Technology have conducted a test to detect potential IP spoofing.

DETECTED ISSUE: They have observed that your network may be allowing IP spoofing. You can check the test results at: [LINK] (NOTE: Before sending out the notification, please insert the appropriate AS NUMBER)

WHAT TO DO: We encourage you to deploy Source Address Validation (BCP38) in your network today: https://www.manrs.org/isps/guide/antispoofing/

Note that 75% of network operators in the world already deploy BCP38 in their networks. Deploy BCP38 in your network to become one of them.

HOW TO VALIDATE: Please run the Spoofer tool to validate if BCP38 was implemented correctly: https://www.caida.org/projects/spoofer/#software

CONTACT: If you have any questions, concerns, issues, or comments, please send an email to infospoofing@tudelft.nl

G. NOG Notification

CAIDA’s source address validation measurement project (https://spoofer.caida.org) is automatically generating monthly reports of ASes originating prefixes in BGP for systems from which we received packets with a spoofed source address. We are publishing these reports to network and security operations lists in order to ensure this information reaches
operational contacts in these ASes. This report summarises tests conducted within \(<COUNTRY>\).

Inferred improvements during \(<DATE>\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASN Name</th>
<th>Fixed by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Further information for the inferred remediation is available at: https://spoofer.caida.org/remedy.php

Source Address Validation issues inferred using Spoofer tool during \(<DATE>\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASN Name</th>
<th>First-Spoofed</th>
<th>Last-Spoofed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Further information for these tests where we received spoofed packets using spoofer is available at: https://spoofer.caida.org/recent_tests.php?country=ccc,ccc&no_block=1

Source Address Validation issues inferred using misconfigured open resolvers during \(<DATE>\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASN Name</th>
<th>First-Spoofed</th>
<th>Last-Spoofed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Further information for these tests where we received spoofed packets using open resolver is available at: [LINK]

Please send any feedback or suggestions to spoofer-info at caida.org

APPENDIX B QUESTIONNAIRE

Q1: In your opinion, does your network have any of the following security issues? Choose all that apply.
1) Susceptible to Route/Prefix Hijack
2) Does not prevent IP spoofing
3) Susceptible to DDoS
4) None of the above
5) I’m not sure

Q2: How did you discover the issue with IP spoofing? Choose all that apply.
1) I ran a Spoofer test
2) I received a notification from NOG (Network Operator Group)
3) I received a notification from CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team)
4) I received a notification from security researchers
5) Other (please specify)

Q3: Are you the person responsible for the implementation of Source Address Validation (SAV), which is also referred to as BCP38?
1) Yes
2) No
3) I’m not sure

Q4: Have you escalated the issue with IP spoofing to the person/team responsible for SAV implementation?
1) Yes
2) No
3) I’m not sure

Q5: Have you implemented SAV in your network?
1) Yes, on the entire network
2) Yes, but only in the segment of our network
3) No, we haven’t implemented SAV in our network at all
4) I’m not sure

Q6: What kind of filtering of origin IPs do you perform? Choose all that apply.
1) Filter private address space (RFC 1918)
2) Perform SAV on customer facing interfaces
3) Perform SAV on stub AS
4) Other (please specify)

Q7: Why didn’t you implement SAV in your network? Choose all that apply.
1) I lack technical knowledge to implement SAV
2) I am concerned that SAV implementation may cause network downtime/performance
3) I don’t have time to implement SAV at the moment
4) I don’t think IP spoofing is an important issue
5) I don’t think DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service Attack) is an important issue
6) I don’t think SAV is effective in addressing IP spoofing issues
7) We are running a non-stub network
8) We are running a multi-homed network
9) Other (please specify)

Q8: Are you planning to implement SAV in your network?
1) Yes
2) No
3) I’m not sure

Q9: MANRS provides the following guidelines for implementing SAV: https://www.manrs.org/isps/guide/antispoofing/. Please review the guidelines and tell us your opinion: Do you think the MANRS guidelines provide sufficient information on how to to implement SAV in your network?
1) Yes
2) No
3) I’m not sure

Q10: What information, necessary for implementing SAV, is missing in MANRS guidelines? Please, provide as much details as you can.

APPENDIX C SCREEN SHOT OF WEBSITE

Below is an example for website linked to the notification to AS137612
This page contains evidence that a network may not have deployed Source Address Validation (SAV) to block packets with source addresses that are invalid given the attachment point.

Our method to detect a possible lack of SAV is based on querying Open Resolvers. When we queried the Open Resolver resolver IP address listed, we received a response to the query from the listed Recursive Resolver IP that maps to a different ASN, which is likely not a valid source address for that network attachment point.

Each row contains a link to a report with further details of how we observed a possible lack of SAV for that Open Resolver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Timestamp (UTC)</th>
<th>Open Resolver IP</th>
<th>Open Resolver ASN</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Recursive Resolver IP</th>
<th>Recursive Resolver ASN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55667</td>
<td>2020-12-05 03:48:05</td>
<td>103.117.38.214</td>
<td>1737612 (CIPN-AS-IN)</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>8.8.8.8</td>
<td>15169 (GOOGLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55667</td>
<td>2020-12-05 03:47:42</td>
<td>103.117.39.236</td>
<td>1737612 (CIPN-AS-IN)</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>8.8.8.8</td>
<td>15169 (GOOGLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55663</td>
<td>2020-12-05 03:28:50</td>
<td>103.117.38.223</td>
<td>1737612 (CIPN-AS-IN)</td>
<td>Ind</td>
<td>8.8.8.8</td>
<td>15169 (GOOGLE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Main page with individual reports per IP address for AS137612

Description:
This page describes the outcome of probing the open resolver with IP address 103.117.38.214 in AS 137612. When we sent that open resolver a DNS query with a domain name under our authoritative control, we received a response from 8.8.8.8. We present two possible explanations for the behavior that indicate the network hosting the open resolver has not deploying source address validation.

You may be able to reproduce these results using the dig command, as follows:

```
$ dig www.example.net @0.0.0.0, 38.214
@: reply from unexpected source: 8.8.8.8453, expected 183.117.38.214
```

Summary:
Timestamp: 2020-12-05 03:48:05
Open Resolver IP: 103.117.38.214
Open Resolver ASN: 137612
Open Resolver Country: Ind
Recursive Resolver IP: 8.8.8.8
Recursive Resolver ASN: 15169

Fig. 10. Details about our methodology and steps to reproduce the results

First case: Open Resolver forwards query to Recursive Resolver without rewriting Source Address
In the first case, (1) the open resolver forwards the query directly to its configured recursive resolver without rewriting the source IP address from the Vantage Point (VP) we sent the query from, and (2) we subsequently receive the response to our query directly from the recursive resolver. Because the source IP address is not valid at the network attachment point hosting the open resolver, the query should be filtered if the network hosting the open resolver has configured source address validation.

Second case: Open Resolver forwards response to our Vantage Point without rewriting Source Address
In the second case, the open resolver forwards the query and receives the response from its configured recursive resolver. However, the open resolver then forwards the response back to our vantage point, without rewriting the source address of the reply from the recursive resolver. Because the IP address of the recursive resolver is not a valid source IP address at the network attachment point hosting the open resolver, the response should be filtered if the network hosting the open resolver has configured source address validation.

Fig. 11. Explanation of the first case with dynamic IP addresses for the figures

Fig. 12. Explanation of the second case with dynamic IP addresses for the figures